
One Community.
One commitment.
Every Learner. 

Driven by a tradition of excellence,
LTISD inspires, engages, and empowers

all learners through dynamic,
rigorous and innovative experiences.
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https://www.ltisdschools.org/


10 Planning and Design Sessions

4 Community Summits

991 RSVPs, including 579 parents

Over 500 comments collected and analyzed

Throughout the Spring and Summer of 2021, 
we engaged stakeholders across our

district and organized their input into our 
strategic plan. Our steering committee and 
planning teams included Parents, Teachers, 

Administrators, District Leaders, Board
Members, and Community Members.

We engaged our stakeholders, analyz-
ed community feedback, identified what 

our community values and wants from our 
school district, and planned strategic

initiatives across each of these priorities.
We are grateful for the Lake Travis ISD
community and their invaluable input

in guiding our future as a district.
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We Will..

Bring the community together.

Tell positive stories.

Bring students together.

Engage stakeholder groups who
are harder to reach.

So That..

The community is closely
connected and proud of its
schools, teachers, and staff.
LTISD intentionally plans ways
to come together.

All families are valued, supported, 
and engaged with opportunities to 
respectfully provide input and
contribute.

A welcoming neighborhood feel is 
maintained throughout fast growth, 
embracing and celebrating
diversity and different perspectives.

Communication is transparent, 
consistent, two-way, and
multilingual.
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We Will..

Support  our instructional staff to be the best 
they can be for our students and each other.

Use data to make decisions, evaluate our progress,
and continuously improve across the district.

Establish an equitable 1:1 technology K-12 model to ensure
our staff and students maintain access to electronic

devices and an educational instructional model that is 
sustainable and innovative in any learning landscape.

Involve all stakeholders in identifying and
addressing needs for both new facilities
and improvements to existing facilities.

Partner with community members and organizations
to support innovative programming and

provide learning resources for all students.

So That..

There is a constant drive to 
build off success, innovate, and 

continuously improve for the 
benefit of all learners.

Facilities planning supports 
growth by considering

stakeholder input. 

Finances and resources are 
managed to best support

both educational needs and
innovations with the support

of our community.
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We Will..

Foster  a community
that values diversity,
equity and inclusion of
all community members.

Connect community members 
and celebrate success at
each campus.

Provide students opportunities, 
resources and avenues to
discover their interests and
express themselves.

So That..

All community members
feel welcomed, respected,
understood, and celebrated.

All students feel a sense of
connectedness to another
community member and
their campus.

Students of all ages have
opportunities to create and
maintain positive relationships by 
exploring and discovering their
interests through electives and
extracurricular activities.
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We Will..

Conduct a curriculum audit and
redesign process with an increased
emphasis on workforce and college

options for all students.

Provide continued training and
emphasis on a shared vision of a

Lake Travis ISD graduate.

Establish positive/supportive relationships
with and demonstrate shared responsibility

and commitment to all students.

 Hire highly qualified staff and provide
comprehensive staff support systems

and professional development. 

So That..

Students are prepared for life, 
equipped to be critical thinkers 

and global citizens.

Students succeed in the
postsecondary path

they choose.

So that no child
“slips through the cracks”

because we know every
student by name and need.

 
High quality and diverse group 

of educators are recruited,
developed, cared for,

celebrated, and retained.
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We Will..

Train and support staff to
support the emotional and 
wellness needs of students.

Make school a great place to
be and a safe and welcoming
environment for all students 
and staff.

Promote counseling
services and resources
available for families.

So That..

Staff members usetrauma-informed
practices and social emotional tools 
to support the wellness and mental 
health needs of all students.
 
Social, emotional, and physical well 
being of students and staff members 
are recognized and prioritized.
 
Lake Travis ISD community health 
and wellness needs will be supported 
with resources and educational
opportunities.
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